Caroline Street is one of the roadways most relied upon by pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists travelling to Houston Community College. With this in mind, the Caroline Street Reconstruction Project allowed for the redesign of the area to add enhancements for safety and convenience.

The Caroline Street Reconstruction project includes complete roadway reconstruction with new concrete pavement and public utility upgrades from Pierce Street to Holman Street. In addition, the project includes sidewalk improvements with landscape and pedestrian amenity enhancements as well as improvements to the city’s designated bicycle route along Caroline Street.

New design elements for Caroline Street include rain gardens filled with cypress trees and irises that create a stunning seasonal display, a dedicated bicycle lane, signage and way finding, and custom furnishings.

* These drawings, renderings, and photographs are conceptual only. These drawings, renderings, and photographs should not be relied upon as representations, express or implied, of the final detail of the capital improvement. Drawings, renderings and photographs by Design Workshop.*